
BUILD YOUR
PERSONAL BRAND. VOICE. 

PROFESSIONAL SUCCESS.  
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Nice to Meet You
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• 10 years advertising & marketing 
experience, 5 years at The Walt 
Disney Company 

• served as a thinkLA board and 
committee member for several 
years

• certified professional coach 
through (iPEC).

• founder of 



Welcome
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Your Personal Brand
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build it. own it. love it.



Corporate Labyrinth

reliability 

time served

REQUIRES A STRONG 
PERSONAL BRAND

output
achievements reputationpassion

drive
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accuracy

loyalty



Quick Judgements

- Linda Blair, clinical psychologist and author of "Straight Talking”.

“It takes only

for us to judge another person 
when we first meet them.”

seconds
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Your Personal Brand

voice

reputation

appearance

Your brand identifies and communicates what makes you 
unique, relevant, and different

associations

talents
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Appearance
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Associations



Reputation
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Talents & Skills
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TalentsVoice



At It’s Core

13 *The Five Dysfunctions of a Team, Patrick Lencioni

appearance reputationassociations talents voice

consistency

values :: authenticity
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TalentsValues
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TalentsAuthenticity
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Talents

“If you trade your authenticity for 
safety, you may experience the 

following: anxiety, depression, eating 
disorders, addiction, rage, blame, 

resentment, and inexplicable grief.”

~Brené Brown
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Strong Brands



Your Brand Exercise
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build it. own it. love it.



Your Current Brand

Chelsea Szabo, CPC, 310.876.2247, chelsea@verbalcourage.com, verbalcourage.com

#1 Your New Brand#2 Closing the gap#3
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Your Voice
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build it. own it. love it.



Why We Stay Quiet
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Your Voice & Brand



Tough Conversations
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“If my leader gets upset when I ask for 
direction, I tend to just do things by 
myself. Sometimes this causes issues 

when my direction wasn’t right.”



Tough Conversations
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“Someone at work had forgotten that 
we discussed something and made it 
seem to others that I had not already 
addressed the subject. I wanted to 

correct them but I didn’t, not wanting to 
cause undue trouble for the person.”



Why We Stay Quiet
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Why We Stay Quiet



Scale of Silence
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#1 poor me 
party

emotional 
whirlwind

#2

rational  
rally

#3

#4 verbal  
confusion



Let’s Get You Unstuck
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Let’s Get You Unstuck

gather the facts validate

perspective deliver

#1 #2

#3 #4



Why We Stay Quiet
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Gather the Facts



Validation
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idol selfexternal



What would ___do?
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Drew Calin 
Head of Enterprise, HK & SEA 
LinkedIn

Erica Kaufman 
Director, Sales Development & 
Trade Marketing E! Entertainment 
NBCUniversal

Jason Schaeffer
VP, Global Revenue Operations  
Sony Pictures TV

“My idol has always been my 
grandfather, Norbert Goergen. 
He was a man of strength but 
more importantly integrity.”

self

“My idol is Carryl Pierre. She’s 
driven, ambitious, creative, and 
a skilled brainstormer. She’s 
an incredible leader who leads 
with tough love and 
compassion.”

“Alec Baldwin all day. 
Whatever he does is smooth, 
stylish, confident, slightly 
intimidating but captivating. 
Plus, he's a handsome devil.”



Why We Stay Quiet
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Perspective



Delivery
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where howwhen
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gather the facts validate

perspective deliver

#1 #2

#3 #4



3 F’s
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Your Voice Exercise
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build it. own it. love it.



What is a 
conversation you 
want to initiate but 

haven't?

Why is it important to you?

What do you fear 
most about this 
conversation?  

(I believe statement)

When was this belief created?

How has it helped you in the past?

How is it holding you back in the present?

Is this statement 100% accurate? Why not?

What has to 
happen in order 
for you to initiate 

and hold this 
conversation?

your new
 statem

ent….

Create a to-do list.

Chelsea Szabo, CPC, 310.876.2247, chelsea@verbalcourage.com, verbalcourage.com

#1

#2

#
3

#4
Identify one action step you will take today.
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www

Thank you!
let’s stay connected

chelsea@verbalcourage.com

310.876.2247 

verbalcourage.com


